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CONGRATULATIONS! You took NAGGURA home! 

Thank you for having acquired a NAGGURA product and for the trust shown in us. 

We are sure that this Spa table will turn into the pillar of your work and will more than fulfil your 
most demanding work requirements.   

NAGGURA’s experts are in the lead of a project created with great devotion. Every single detail 
has been cared to join technology, performance and design altogether in a single table.  Our 

aim is designing and manufacturing INTUITIVE, DYNAMIC and HIGH-TECH tables of a DARING 
and UNIQUE design. 

Thanks for your choice and start enjoying the NAGGURA experience.

1. Introduction
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Before using the spa table, please read the instruction manual carefully. It is important to keep this manual and store it in a safe 
place so that it can be consulted at any time.

By carefully following these instructions  you will be able to avoid any problems in using the spa table. 

Some texts and/or illustrations may not belong to your Naggura table since they are general and  it depends on your product choi-

2. Use of the Manual

The warranty period is effective on the date of purchase of the spa bed for a period of two (2) years. It covers all the components of 
the bed under the normal and correct use. It also covers defects in workmanship from factory.
The above-mentioned warranty does not cover defects or malfunction caused by:

- Misuse, abuse or improper maintenance of the table and its upholstery;

- Non-observance of the precautions and warnings stated in this instruction manual;

- Lack of maintenance or repair tasks carried out by non-qualified service personnel who are unauthorized by the manufacturer; 

- Wrong and faulty electrical installations or which do not fulfil the legal requirements; 

- The table is not serviced regulary in accordance with the instructions provided (maintenance interval:every 2 years);

- Naggura company is not liable for incidental or consequential damage to property or business.

3. Warranty

Under any circumstances, the producer shall be liable for any indirect, special, incidental or consequential damage incurred by the 
user, the patient or the table  itself as a result of:

a. A wrong diagnosis;

b. Incorrect use of the table or any of its accessories;

c. The wrong interpretation or non-observance of this user manual;

d. A lack of maintenance of the table;

e. Or maintenance works of the table and/or repairs performed by persons unauthorized to do so by the manufacturer.

According to the current legislation, the manufacturer cannot be held responsible for any flaws in the table or its components and 
accessories after a period of ten (10) years from the date on which the producer puts into circulation the actual product. Therefore, 
producer cannot be obliged to supply any spare parts or accessories for this table.

4. Product Liability

Provided that the operator and user takes care of the table and undertakes regular maintenance tasks as described in section 9 of 
the current manual, the expected lifespan of the Naggura table is 10 years from production date.

The intended use of the Spa table is to position a patient for the treatment. The unit is intended for use by qualified professional 
within a professional setting.

Expected lifespan
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Naggura products are produced and marked in conformity with the directives hereby stated :

Low voltage : 2014/35/CE
Electromagnetic compatibility : 2014/30/CE   

These products are manufactured according to the essential requirements established in the European Medical Devices Directive 
(Annex II+III of Regulation (EU) 2017/745):  
EN ISO 14971:2019; EN ISO 204117:2021; EN ISO 15223-1:2016; ISO 10993-1: 2018; EN ISO 10993-5:2009; EN ISO 109933-10:2013; EN 
60601-2-52:2010+AC:2011+A1:2015; EN 60601-1-2:2015+A1:2020; EN 60601-1:2006+A1:2013+AC:2014+A12:2014+A2:2020.

The Swop line has a guarantee of two (2) years in all parts.  The manufacturer will not be held responsible for the results of mainte-
nance or repairs performed by unauthorised persons. For further information on guarantee terms, please contact your distributor.

5. EC Declaration of conformity

Naggura treatment tables are only meant to be used by professional personnel in the spa and relaxing massage fields.

It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure that training is given to all operators and third parties (like for example cleaning per-
sonnel) on safe use of the treatment table, and that they have read and understood all the operating and safety instructions. 
Only trained operators may use the treatment bed. Please keep the manual in a place where it is easily accessible to all users, and 
make it an important part of your employee training program.

6. Safety instructions

Responsibility of the owner

- Place the table in a space with free access from the 4 sides. Do not place the table against the wall or against any obstacles. 

- Do not use the table in a high-humidity environment or in so-called “wet rooms” (hydrotherapy spaces). Any prolonged exposure to 
high moisture conditions may affect the electrical components and may result in failure.

- Check the technical data and electrical parameters to ensure that the supply voltage meets the technical specifications of the 
table. If not, contact your supplier before connecting the device.

- Make sure that the unit is correctly plugged into an earth intake, following the local and national requirements and standards.

- Make sure that the power cable is correctly and safely placed  in such a way that it cannot get trapped  between any mechanism. 

- Pay special attention that the supply cable does not get pinched under the feet of the table, 

- If the table accidentially gets wet, unplug it immediatelly.

Safety on installation and electricity
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- Don’t let anybody, except the operator and the patient, in the treatment room.

- Do not sit on the head section or end of the leg section of the table. The head section and armrests are not suitable to sit on.

- Patients are not to be left unattended.

- Do not exceed the maximum load capacity of the table.

- Place the table on a stable and horizontal surface. Level it if necessary with the levelling feet under the table.

- Ensure that neither the patient nor the operator can get any part of the body or clothes trapped between the moving parts of the 
mechanism when the table is being raised or lowered.

Safety during treatments

Safety instructions

- Do not leave anybody unattended alone near the table.

- Disconnect the table if not used for a long period of time.

Safety before or after the treatment

- Disconnect the table from the power  supply.

- Do not get under the table or between its moving parts.

Safety when cleaning the bed or the therapy room
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7. Product dimensions

Swop S703

Package dimensions (cm)
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Handling and transport
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Power cord lenght (cm)

Product dimensions

Voltage and frequency input shall be AC 100-120, 50/60Hz or 220-240V, 50/60Hz. Plug the table cable into the socket as shown 
below:

8. Operation

Power input
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1.   Breather hole and plug
2.   Hand controller 
3.   Paper roll holder
4.   Interchangeable front panels.
5.   LED lighting /Cromo Mood
6.   Bamboo sound system
7.    Foot Controller

       Optional

Operation of Swop S703
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The Swop S703 is equipped with 3 engines.

Use the backrest inclination keys to tilt the 
backrest up and down.

Use the legrest  inclination keys to tilt the legrest 
up and down.

The height of the table can be adjusted too. To 
lift the table, simply push the UP button on the 
hand switch. Once the desired height is achie-
ved, release the button. To lower the table, do the 
same operation with the DOWN button. (Third 
row of keys)

Operation

Hand controller  2

Up & 
Down

Legrest 
inclination

Backrest 
inclination

A foot controller is available as an option and 
it can be ordered separately. You can adjust all 
the 3 movements of the bed by means of the foot 
controller.

In order to use both the hand controller and the 
foot controller simultaneously, you need a bran-
ched cable and you must plug it into the control 
box.  See instructions in picture below.

Foot controller

Connecting the foot controller

Locate the control box inside the table base 
frame.  Take the safety piece that locks the 
conectors into each plug and disconnect the 
cable HS.

Connect the branched cable in the plug named 
HS. Place again the safety piece to lock the 
connectors. 

Now you can connect the handcontroller and 
the foot controller in the two plugs.
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Operation

Specifications

Product size 200 x 75 x 62 / 88 cm

Package size 203 x 78 x 62 cm

Highest position 88 cm

Lowest position 62 cm

Net weight 110 Kg

Gross weight 122 Kg

Power AC 100 - 120V, 50/60Hz · AC 220 - 240V, 50/60Hz

Max power 300W

Environment temperature 0ºC - +40ºC

Relative humidity 30% - 90%

Max weight supported 175 Kg
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Operation

The Swop treatment tables highlights by a very special feature: the front exchangeable panels. There are lot of different pos-
sibilities to dress your table up. Get a new table in a matter of seconds and according to your taste, the interior design of your 
centre, your mood or however you feel today!

The exchangeable panels are 2 units: one for one side of the table base and the other for its opposite.
The available panels are made of different materials (metal, wood and pmma) and multiple colours. You can visit our website to 
discover the full range of possibilities.

Changing the panels is so easy! Simply unscrew the 2 screws that subject the panel with your fingers (no tools required). Remove 
the current panel to place a different one.

Interchangeable Front Panels  4
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Operation

As standard feature placed at both sides of the base, the Swop table has a white LED lighting.  A line that underlines the table 
and shows the Swop display name. To turn the light on, press the button on top of the base frame. 

As an option the Cromo Mood System with multicolour LED lighting can be chosen. This option has to be installed at the purcha-
se time and it cannot be added afterwards.

If the Cromo Mood is installed, an additional hand controller is provided to select your beloved colour, to adjust the intensity of 
light or to change the lighting mode. 

LED lighting / Cromo Mood  5

On/Off

Brightness

Colour 
selection

Mode

Speed

If you purchased the Bamboo sound system, your swop table arrives with an awesome Bluetooth speaker: we call it the Bam-
boo sound system.

The speaker is lodged inside a bamboo case with bevelled base. You can place the speaker on the table housing designed for 
this purpose or take it off and place it on your working table. Thanks to its inclined base you can direct the sound wherever you 
want to. 

The Bluetooth speaker has a USB charger and additional instructions. Please read them carefully.

Bamboo sound system 6
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9. Maintenance and cleaning
Upholstery Daily Cleaning 
It is very important for the life of the upholstery to clean it properly.
1.- Clean the entire surface using a mixture of 1:9 liquid soap (neutral pH) and water. Do not use soap or cleaning solutions 
that contain alcohol, ketones, xylene, acetates or solvents (mineral/white spirits).
2.- Completely remove excess cleaner with a white, clean, damp cloth.
3.- Dry the surface. 
For tougher stains refer to Spradling cleaning guidelines for PERMABLOK3 & PERMAGUARD vinyl upholsteries.
- Important: Lacquers, strong cleaners, xylene-based solutions, acetone or MEK cause immediate damage and contribute to 
the deterioration of the material. The use of such cleaners is at the owner’s risk.

Table Frame Cleaning
Remove dust with a white cloth.
Use alcohol-free cleaning wipes to clean the structure or simply use a white cotton cloth soaked in a mix of water with neutral 
diluted soap and rinse. Dry with a clean cloth.

Maintenance
Naggura tables have been designed for an intensive use during long time thanks to their stability, reliability and durability. 
However, we advise to keep the table in perfect conditions and make a correct use of it. Unplug the table if you will not use it 
for a long period of time.

Environment information
This symbol indicates that some electrical components or materials can be reused and/or are harmful to the environment 
and thus, they must be properly recycled. Ensure that you are familiar with the local rules and regulations regarding to the 
disposal of equipment and accessories. 

10. Troubleshooting

None of the 3 engines work
• Check status of power supply.
• If power cable is defective, replace it (authorized professional only)
• Check proper connection of hand controller. Change if hand controller is defective.
• If control box is not working, it must be replaced.

Individual motor does not work
• If motor plug is not connected properly, please do so.
• Check if  hand controller is defective and change it.
• Control box is defective. It must be replaced
• Motor is defective. It must be replaced.

Persisting problems
If problems persist, please contact your dealer and provide the serial number and model of the table as they appear on the 
backrest gaslift.

Only a technician authorised by Naggura is allowed to perform any kind of repairs on the bed.
 
If your technical staff is allowed by Naggura to repair the bed, Naggura can provide the necessary instructions 
and spare parts lists.
 
Please contact your local Naggura distributor for more information.

11. Service

SÖS210000
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Our products are subject to  
continuous technical improvements. 

Naggura reserves the right to 
change or modify the product and 

contents without prior notice.



www.naggura.com

Pol. Ind. La Valldan
Camí de Garreta, 92

08600 Berga
Barcelona - Spain
T. +34 93 824 90 20

E. info@naggura.com


